Iyashi Bracelet

What is Iyashi?
Iyashi is a Japanese word which means
to heal & balance the body, mind and
spirit. The Iyashi Bracelet is designed
as full spectrum scalar energy tool to clear
your energetic field bringing your body,
mind and spirit back into a balanced
healthy state. The Japanese discovered
many thousands of years ago the art of
making life-giving ceramics from
semi-precious minerals.

“The Japanese Kanji
meaning Iyashi.”

Scalar Energy Bracelet
Contact:
Innovative Ionizing Technologies Inc.
PO BOX 75087
White Rock, BC, V4A0B1
Canada

Basic User Guide and FAQ

Phone: 1 (360)-233-2088
or for Canada: 1 (778) 736 0261
support@iyashisource.com
www.iyashisource.com
Balance of Mind Body and Spirit

How to Use

FAQ

:PVDBOXFBSUIF*ZBTIJ#SBDFMFUPOFJUIFSXSJTU
PSPOFPOFBDIXSJTU5IF*ZBTIJ#SBDFMFUDBOCF
worn on your wrist or up your forearm wherever
you find it most comfortable.

t*ZBTIJ#SBDFMFUTDBOCFXPSOXJUIBMMPUIFSUZQFT
of energy products including scalar energy and
&.'QSPUFDUJPOQSPEVDUT UIF*ZBTIJCSBDFMFU
works synergistically with all our other products.

*ZBTIJ#SBDFMFUTBSFJOGVTFEXJUIPVSQSPQSJFUBSZ
#JPNFUSJD'SFRVFODZ*OGVTJPO5FDIOPMPHZ #'*5 
5IFTDBMBSFOFSHZOPUPOMZDMFBSTBOEIFBMTZPVS
energetic field but also makes you more resilient
to EMFs. Some people notice differences right
away, for others it can be subtle or take awhile to
notice the effects.

t*UXJMMOPUJOUFSGFSFXJUIBOZFMFDUSPOJDEFWJDFT

Everyone is different but regardless of what you
feel, the bracelet is always clearing and healing
your energetic scalar energy field and protecting
you from EMFs.

t5IF*ZBTIJ#SBDFMFUdoes not need to be
grounded.

Resizing or Restringing Bracelet
You can change the size of your bracelet by removing or adding links or repair it if the string breaks by
using elastic string/cord. We recommend using
“Stretch Magic 1mm beading cord” which can be
found at craft stores (Michaels etc.) or purchased on
Amazon.

To re-string your bracelet:
t4USJOHPOFTJEFPGUIFCFBETXJUIUIFFMBTUJDDPSE
leaving about 2 inches on both ends.
t5JFUIFUXPMPPTFFOETUPHFUIFSNBLJOHBUSJQMF
t*UJTPLUPXFBSUIF*ZBTIJ#SBDFMFUBOEHFUJUXFU
knot. Make sure the knot is tight and won’t become
t"WPJEPWFSTUSFUDIJOHUIFCSBDFMFU*GJUEPFTCSFBL looser but don’t pull too hard to break the cord. Cut
off the remaining cord on either end of the knot.
you can easily restring it.
t3FQFBUUIJTXJUIUIFPUIFSTJEFBOEUIFOTMJEFPOF
of the beads over the knots to hide them.

